The September meeting was opened with a demonstration by Matt Reynolds of proposed enhancements to our NJARC website. Matt’s significant experience in this area was embraced by webmaster Dave Sica as the next stage of elevating the high standards of our present site to the next level. After talking with Matt, one of the improvements will allow me, or anyone else, to easily post the multitude of photos (with a search capability) that trace club history for all to share. We all wish the Sica/Reynolds team future success in this endeavor.

Auctioneers Sal Brisindi and Richard Lee did a great job in conducting another club auction. Special thanks go out to John Dilks who donated half his auction proceeds to the club. You’ll find some photos and typical prices in this month’s Broadcaster. Thanks to reporters John Tyminski and Matt Reynolds, I’ve also included a review of the September 25th Repair Clinic.

InfoAge’s “Haunted Hotel” is now in its fifth year but this year it’s a “Haunted Hike.” Tour guides will bring you on a half-mile outdoor tour around the site’s haunted grounds…”Witness the horror, encounter the wraith, and follow your guide into the depths of Camp Evans.” Casper’s House is designed for those too scared to go on the Haunted Tour and is recommended for children six and under. Included are arts and crafts, some less scary entertainment and a train ride.

The tour runs from 7-11 PM on October 9, 15, 16, 22, 23, 29 and 30th. General admission is $12, with $5 for children six and under. Additional information may be found at www.campevanshaunt.com.

Volunteers are also welcome to lend a hand for any aspect of one of InfoAge’s biggest fund raising events of the year. If you care to participate, contact Ray Chase, Harry Klancer or Dave Snellman.

In the Fall 2010 edition of The Michigan Antique Radio Chronicle, I came across an article (“Endangered Species?”) by John Reinicke which may be of interest:

“This is a bit of observation and it may be an indication of a trend we collectors should keep in mind. The endangered species I am referring to is “leaded” components - electronic components with wire leads. In the past few months, I have noticed that at several suppliers, when I have placed an order, many items are not in stock and some have quite long backorder lead times or are no longer available. This, of course, could be a reflection of the state of the economy and the movement of the electronics industry overseas. But, I fear, it may also an indication of the end of components with wire leads. The electronics industry went to surface mount components over a decade ago for new designs. It is logical to conclude that the older designs are now being retired and the demand for leaded components is dwindling.”

"As old radio collectors, we have been able to repair our sets taking advantage of really quite high quality and readily available modern components. However, for our repairs, it is highly desirable for these components to have wire leads. Of course, one can solder wire leads onto a surface mount component (if your eyes are still good enough to see it) and then cover it with shrink tubing. This would be a bit of a hassle.”

"I am suggesting we would do well to keep an eye on this and perhaps now would be the time to lay in a supply of capacitors, resistors, and old style terminal blocks.”

John may have a good point, or there may be enough old stock around to suit our needs for years to come. What do you think?

Finally, its time to reserve your tables for the club’s Fall swapmeet in Parsippany on Saturday, November 6th. Full details are presented in this month’s Broadcaster.
At the October NJARC meeting, member John Dilks will present another gripping presentation into the history of early wireless. The following wets our whistles regarding what we can expect...Ed

In August 1901, the Marconi Company built a station at Siasconset, on the island of Nantucket. Another station was installed forty-two miles away aboard Nantucket Lightship No. 66 which would become the first point of contact for ocean liners bound for New York. Sometime around 1906, a young wireless operator named Jack Irwin was assigned as one of four operators.

Just before 4 AM on January 23, 1909, while on the graveyard shift, Irwin heard a weak call for help:

"C.Q.D. C.Q.D. Attention all stations. Distress. The Republic rammed by unknown steamer 175 east of Ambrose Light. Lat. 40.7, Lon. 70."

It was from the White Star liner the RMS Republic, 60-miles away, which had just been rammed by the Italian liner Florida and was sinking.

Irwin quickly took charge and contacted the Baltic and several other nearby ships which all headed towards the Republic in thick fog. Six people were killed in the crash, three from each ship, but because of wireless 1,500 people were successfully rescued. The wireless operator aboard the Republic was Jack Binns who was also quite a hero.

Jack Irwin returned to sea duty after that. But it was his next assignment that would make history. One hundred years ago this October, he used wireless to call CQD himself from an airship to a ship at sea. Again, the rescue was successful but I’m ahead of myself. The story about how he got to the point where he needed to be rescued is really interesting.

His airship adventure would begin in...
This Panasonic RF-2200 multi-band radio sold for $59.

A Signal Corps BC-348-Q receiver received a $15 winning bid.

This Fort Monmouth history was presented as a gift to retiring employees and visiting dignitaries. Commercially unavailable, it sold for $28.
REPAIR CLINIC
AT INFOAGE

I couldn't make September's repair clinic but thanks to the input from reporters John Tyminski and Matt Reynolds, we're able to provide a brief report and some pictures of the day's activities...Ed

• Dan Saporito and John Tyminski worked on a Philco 37-11 and Philco 47-250 with audio problems.
• Marty Friedman diagnosed a 1948 Silvertone with a bad oscillator tube.
• Harry Klancer and John Tyminski worked on a Philco 49-909 AM-FM radio with a missing tube, one bad tube, bad capacitors and dead FM circuitry.
• Aaron Hunter and Walt Heskes worked on a Grundig 870 AM-FM radio. Following recapping, it was left with the AM working but with FM problems.
• Aaron Hunter worked on a Hallicrafter with bad capacitors and a bad 50C5 output tube.
• John Tyminski worked on a Philco 80. A Control shaft was replaced and cut to size, the power transformer was checked and the radio was given a good cleaning.
• Richard Lee and John Tyminski worked on a Patterson PR-10 1934 communications receiver.
• Phil Vourtsis worked on a 45-player, replacing the motor bushings, cleaning the drive wheel and cam wheel, replacing the cartridge and performing a full adjustment.
• Al Klase "ran around all day, getting parts and other things." (Sorry Al, but I just had to repeat this exactly the way it was sent to me.)
• John Tyminski worked on a 1949 RCA radio, replacing capacitors and a bad tube. The radio was left working. John also worked on his Atwater Kent 145 tombstone, finding it working after a single tube replacement. However, it will still need recapping and replacement of wire with deteriorated rubber insulation.
"Watch that character try to offer me $2 for that old radio."

"Of course, there are some days when none of those radios turn up, Mr. Claypool."

"...Oh, stop it Joe - you'll never be able to make a 201-A"

"Outside of a nuvistor r.f. stage, a transistorized audio section, a silicon rectifier, a ferrite antenna and a diode detector, it's a real classic."

"Really, aren't you carrying this antique radio hobby a little too far?"

*By Rodrigues (Popular Electronics, October 1964)
Transformer Quiz
(By Robert Balin, Popular Electronics, April 1962)

Basically, a transformer is an electrical device in which a magnetic field produced by a primary winding is used to induce a voltage in a secondary winding. But there are as many fine points to transformer theory as there are transformer types. Here's a chance to review and test your transformer theory by answering the questions below. Answers can be found on page 8 of the Broadcaster.

1. "Tapping down" the primary winding of any transformer increases the output voltage of the secondary winding of the transformer.
   - TRUE
   - FALSE

2. If a 50-eps transformer is operated at 60 eps, the transformer will overheat.
   - TRUE
   - FALSE

3. A 1:2 primary-to-secondary turns ratio will make 100 ohms across the secondary look like 25 ohms to the primary winding.
   - TRUE
   - FALSE

4. The gain of a transformer-coupled audio amplifier stage tends to increase at the low frequencies.
   - TRUE
   - FALSE

5. With two coils wound in the same direction on a core, as shown above, the voltage across A-A will be the sum of the voltages across each coil.
   - TRUE
   - FALSE

6. Transformer iron cores are laminated in order to reduce the heat generated by induced "eddy currents."
   - TRUE
   - FALSE

7. A "Faraday screen" is a copper sheet used to reduce inductive coupling between windings.
   - TRUE
   - FALSE

8. The windings of r.f. transformer coils are spiraled back and forth to reduce their distributed capacitance.
   - TRUE
   - FALSE

9. Power transformers are made with a laminated iron core material having a narrow hysteresis loop characteristic.
   - TRUE
   - FALSE
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FALL SWAP MEET
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Smith Field
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Walk around auction starts at 11:30 am. Bring in your attic treasures for free appraisal!

Open to the Public
8 AM to 12 noon
Vendor setup at 7:15 AM
$5.00 ENTRANCE FEE
CLUB DONATION

Walk around auction starts at 11:30 am. Bring in your attic treasures for free appraisal!


(70) 8 ft. Tables $20.00 for members $25.00 for non-members Reserved Additional Tables $15.00
At the Door $20.00

FOR DIRECTIONS
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.NJARC.ORG
OR MAPQUEST.
(33 Baldwin Rd., Parsippany, NJ 07054)

Vendors Make Your Reservations Now!

Contacts:

President
Richard Lee
(914) 589-3751
radiorich@prodigy.net

Vice President
Harry Klancer
(732) 238-1083
klancer2@comcast.net

Secretary
Mary Beeferman
(609) 693-9430
mbeeferman@cs.com
Free exposure for buyers and sellers! Unless requested otherwise, each ad will run for two months in both the Jersey Broadcaster and the Delaware Valley Oscillator. All buying and selling transactions are the responsibility of the parties involved. Send your ad to mbeeferman@es.com

Are you aware that NJARC now has a resistor program which includes many commonly needed replacements? Contact Walt Heskes at any club meeting for details.

Radio Alignment Aid

A radio with a slide-rule dial can be difficult to align when out of its cabinet because the frequency markings are on the set's dial window and not on the chassis dial plate. To remedy this shortcoming, cut out a narrow strip of paper and duplicate the calibration markings on the radio's dial window. Then glue the paper to the set's dial plate; orientate it so that it aligns exactly with the scale on the dial window and where it won't be visible when the chassis is in the cabinet.

Emergency Screw Starter

To start a bolt or screw in a tight corner when a screw-starting screwdriver is not available, try the following. Poke a hole when a screw-starting screwdriver is not available, try the following. Poke a hole in the tape up and stick them tightly to the screwdriver's blade. A twist and pull of the screwdriver will pull the tape away after the threads have been started.

You can use a similar technique for a nut, positioning it over the hole in the tape so that its threads are accessible.

Let's see some tips and kinks from the membership...I know they're out there. A photo is a nice addition...Ed